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Music for Dance 
 

Autumn 2007 

A series provided by the BBC at the request of the Educational Broadcasting 
Council for the United Kingdom 
 
Age: 7-11 
 
These programmes are available to order (for UK schools only) on pre-recorded 
CDs from: 
 
BBC Schools’ Broadcast Recordings 
Tel: 08701 272 272 Monday to Friday 0800 to 1800 
Or visit www.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/howtoorder.shtml for more information 
 
Audio on demand. These programmes are also available as audio on demand 
from the School Radio website for 7 days following the original date of 
transmission. Refer to programme titles below to find out when programmes are 
available as audio on demand. 
 

bbc.co.uk/schoolradio 

© This publication contains only BBC copyright material: its contents may 
be copied or reproduced for use in schools and colleges without further 

permission. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/howtoorder.shtml
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Introduction: 

 
Music for Dance aims to provide a resource bank of dance music and associated 
ideas for use by specialist and non-specialist teachers of dance. The programmes 
differ from current series as they have no presenter or voice-over: instead, the 
programme time is devoted to providing a rich and varied music resource backed 
up by Teacher's Notes covering potential movement content and ideas for 
composition. 
 
The programmes are intended to be open-ended, enabling teachers to draw on 
them when relevant to different themes or ideas and also allowing pupils to 
respond in a way that encourages a variety of outcomes. This feature of the 
series may be particularly attractive to teachers with some dance experience. 
Several of the programmes are grouped together under popular topic headings, 
such as ‘The elements’. 
 
Each programme contains: 
 

• warm up and cool down music 
• several pieces of music, thematically linked and of sufficient length to 

form the basis of a dance in themselves 
• at least one specially edited mix of music already featured, providing the 

opportunity for a longer and more varied dance narrative 
 
There is a huge range of music included - classical and chart hits, ethnic pieces 
and film score excerpts, as well as a wide range of sound effects and sometimes 
archive recordings of specific events, all grouped thematically to provide the 
perfect accompaniment for your own dances. 
 
How to use the series: 
 
Choose a programme that is thematically suited to your project or class needs - 
the series can be dipped into at random. 
 
Decide in advance whether to work with just one piece of programme music or 
to use the complete mix at the end of each programme, building towards a 
seamless dance performance. 
 
Listen to the music, then discuss and select or combine the programme 
composition, grouping and movement ideas for each programme to develop your 
dance. Refine and adapt your material by adding your own ideas within the 
dance. 
 
Evaluation and appreciation: 
 
Dancers should be encouraged to view, describe and analyse their work during 
and at the end of each session. 

• Did parts of the dance stand out and if so why? 
• Where can movement quality be improved? 
• Was the dance interesting and worth watching? 
• Discuss the overall form of the dance including the use of repetition and 

development - did the dance have a clear beginning, middle and end? 
• Was there a smooth transition between sections to link the dance? 
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The Curriculum: 
 
The Curriculum in England and Wales requires that pupils should be taught: 
 

• 'to compose and control their movements by varying shape, size, 
direction, level, speed, tension and continuity'; 

• 'a number of dance forms from different times and places, including 
some traditional dances of the British Isles'; 

• 'to express feelings, moods and ideas, to respond to music, and to 
create simple characters and narratives in response to a range of stimuli, 
through dance'. 

 
Dance teaching involves the three strands of composing, performing and 
appreciating. Children need to be taught how to generate movement material, 
build dance phrases and structure their ideas into a dance. They need to develop 
technical skill in terms of action, space and dynamics and to develop a dance 
vocabulary that will enable them to respond discerningly when viewing dance.  
 
Glossary: 
 
Some of the following words are used throughout these Notes: 
Action - movements and gestures 
Dynamic - speed and force or quality of movements and gestures (quick or 
slow, strong or gentle, direct or free-flowing) 
Relationship - who or what you dance with, e.g. pair, group, prop 
Space - where you dance, e.g. direction; level - high, middle, low; pathway - 
floor and air patterns moving through the space 
Composition - various structures can be used, for example, unison - performing 
together at the same time 
canon - performing a movement or sequence one after the other question and 
answer or action and reaction follow-my-leader 
rondo - chorus and verse 
complementary - performing different but complementary moves 
 
Audio on demand service: 
 
Programmes are available to order (for UK schools and other academic institutions 
only) on CD. Further information is available at this page of the School Radio 
website: 
www.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/howtoorder.shtml 
 
Programmes are also available as audio on demand from the School Radio website 
for 7 days following transmission (check the contents table above for dates). The 
audio on demand is a reliable service on broadband that allows you to listen to the 
programmes ‘streamed’ over the internet. This means that you can play the 
programme to your class either: 

• direct from a computer 
• from a hifi by connecting the output of the computer into a suitable input on 

the amplifier (which offers enhanced sound quality) 
• by connecting the computer to an interactive white-board. To listen to the 

audio files you will need to have installed ‘Realplayer’ on your computer. This 
commonly-used software is easy to download from the internet if you do not 
already have it. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/howtoorder.shtml
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There are instructions on how to do so at the BBC School Radio website: 
www.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/help.shtml 
 
Using the audio on demand service is just as flexible as using a prerecorded CD of 
the programmes. You are able to pause the programme whenever you wish and also 
scroll forwards and backwards through a programme to locate other sections or to 
listen to sections again. 
 
Programmes in mp3 file format: 
 
Programmes are also available in mp3 file format. The main advantage of 
ordering the resources this way is that you will also receive all the other 
resources for the term in question at no additional cost. The mp3 files be 
conveniently transferred to a media device, but please note that most CD 
players do not play mp3 files at the current time. 
 
If you would like to order programmes in this way please tick the mp3 boxes on 
the order form. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/help.shtml
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Programme 1: The Tudors 
 
A 'HAIL TO THE MONARCH' by Chris Payne 
Music duration: 1 min 50 secs 
 
Composition ideas: ● unison ● canon ● question and answer 
 
Grouping ideas: in pairs, then meeting in groups of 4 or 6 to perform formal 
courtly step sequences 
 
Movement ideas: 

• deliberate, formal step sequences in time with the music 
• meeting and parting - advancing and retreating 
• join hands high to step around in circle, then reverse the turn 
• upright posture 
• courtly bows and gestures - circle or flick hands at wrists 
• repeat simple dance phrases 
• develop movements or gestures to build dance motifs 

 
B 'AUDIVI VOCEM' by Thomas Tallis 
Music duration: 2 mins 24 secs 
 
Composition ideas: ● follow-my-leader ● unison ● canon 
 
Grouping ideas: processional lines in groups, then whole class 
 
Movement ideas: 

• slow, serious processions, gradually increasing the number of dancers 
performing in unison 

• weary steps with formal, upright body; detached forward focus 
• processional lines meeting, parting, crossing, weaving 
• use of body tension to cue moments of stillness 
• isolated body parts, e.g. leg, lead the body through gentle turns 

 
C 'FESTIVITIES' by Chris Payne 
Music duration: 1 min 12 secs 
 
Composition ideas: ● unison ● follow-my-leader 
 
Grouping ideas: class or whole group circle/s 
 
Movement ideas: 

• clap or stamp out the beat of the music 
• hold hands and side-step in a circle; 4/8 steps in one direction, then 4/8 

steps back in the other direction 
• speed up with a lively gallop: 4/8 gallops in each direction 
• pairs perform a celebratory sequence in the centre of the circle 
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Programme 2: The Victorians 
 
A 'GAIETY POLKA' by Alec Gould 
Music duration: 1 min 46 secs 
 
Composition ideas: • question and answer • canon • unison 
 
Grouping ideas: solo, small groups - performing montage of different 
sequences 
 
Movement ideas: 

• clap or stamp out the beat of the music 
• experiment with traditional polka steps - step, step, step, hop 
• variations of polka in pairs: side by side or facing - left heel, toe, heel, 

toe; 4 chasses left; repeat whole sequence to the right 
• brainstorm Victorian character movements, gestures or body positions, 

e.g. ladies and gentlemen, serious butlers, busy maids 
 
B 'I DO LIKE TO BE BESIDE THE SEASIDE' (Traditional) 
Music duration: 1 min 2 secs 
 
Composition ideas: • rondo • question and answer • unison 
 
Grouping ideas: whole class montage with solo dancers and small groups 
performing different movements and sequences 
 
Movement ideas: 

• gradually increasing the number of dancers (some alone, some in pairs or 
small groups) strolling casually around the space 

• return to the above sequence or dance chorus when appropriate 
• brainstorm Victorian seaside character movements and gestures, e.g. 

ladies and gentlemen strolling along the prom; children playing different 
seaside games; a brass band playing; people swimming and breathing in 
the fresh sea air. Develop and exaggerate these moves to convey clear 
characterisation and transform into dance motifs rather than straight 
mimes 

• freeze framing from one group as another group starts 
 
C 'TOP HAT AND TORN TROUSERS' and 'PANIC STATIONS' by Trevor 
Bastow. 
Music duration: 1 min 17 secs and 1 min 19 secs 
 
Composition ideas: • unison • action and reaction • mirroring 
 
Grouping ideas: pairs, then small groups for the chase sequence 
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Movement ideas: 

• experiment with paired travel, pause and gesture sequences 
• stylised walks to add slapstick comedy, e.g. bottom sticking out, 

unsteady gait, etc. 
• in pairs, exaggerated motifs to portray the dramatic quality of the 

characters: show off muscles using different shapes, display strength: 
balancing and supporting each other; poses of accusation (pointing): 
hiding, e.g. flattening themselves into a shop doorway - ideal for a 
comedy mirroring sequence 

• repeat the travel, pause, gesture structure for the chase 
• exaggerated travelling moves - knees lifting high, arms punching the air 
• experiment with different stopping actions: windmill arms, hopping to 

slow down and change direction, faked skidding or falling, near misses 
with other dancers, etc. 
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Programme 3: The 1930s and 1940s 
 
A 'THE TEDDY BEARS' PICNIC' by Kennedy / Campbell / Connelly 
Music duration: 2 mins 11 secs 
 
Composition ideas: • follow-my-leader • canon • unison 
 
Grouping ideas: pairs, then small groups 
 
Movement ideas: 

• different pairs explore contrasting pathways: straight, zig-zag, gently 
curving, etc. 

• bouncy travelling steps or skips interspersed with controlled searching 
movement on the spot, looking high, low and around exaggerated actions 
to help partner around, under, over and through imaginary obstacles 

• paired hand clapping games 
• small group circles skip around in one direction, then the other 
• brainstorm picnic gestures and develop or transform into motifs 

 
NB Encourage pupils to choreograph simple movements and sequences suitable 
for younger children. 
 
B 'LITTLE BROWN JUG' by Glenn Miller 
Music duration: 2 mins 47 secs 
 
Composition ideas: • unison • canon • complementary 
 
Grouping ideas: pairs, then whole class 
 
Movement ideas: 

• simple paired step patterns forwards and hack or side to side 
• light, rhythmic arm swings and finger clicks with the music 
• pairs spin or turn together or one after the other 
• experiment with a freestyle whole class sequence to finish 

 
C 'BULL FIDDLING' 
Music duration: 1 min 32 secs 
 
Composition ideas: • unison • canon • question and answer 
 
Grouping ideas: pairs 
 
Movement ideas: 

• experiment with a bouncy forward and back Charleston-type Lindy step, 
side by side or facing, moving in unison or canon 

• paired spins and turns, e.g. turn one partner under the arm one way and 
then the other 

• practise the hand jive - pairs could make up their own hand jive pattern 
using different levels: high, middle and low 

• confident, repetitive, high energy displays with a ‘good-time’ feel 
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Programme 4: The 1960s and 1970s 
 
A 'THE JAMES BOND THEME by Monty Norman 
Music duration: 1 minute 56 seconds 
 
Composition ideas: • unison • action and reaction • canon 
 
Grouping ideas: solo, pairs, whole class 
 
Movement ideas: 

• stylish walking/strutting steps, then suddenly turn/spin to face a new 
direction and pose 

• repeat the sequence with spins or turns on different levels - high, middle 
and low 

• confident body posture with head high and strong focus 
• paired contact sequence - balance/counter-balance/support 
• brainstorm appropriate 007 poses to exaggerate and develop into dance 

motifs e.g. slick spins/turns on the spot, sudden head turns, poses of 
accusation, checking appearance, etc. 

 
B 'A HARD DAY'S NIGHT' by Lennon / McCartney 
Music duration: 2 mins 27 secs 
 
Composition ideas: • unison • canon • mirroring 
 
Grouping ideas: pairs, small groups 
 
Movement ideas: 

• travelling step bends and hop kicks: forwards, back, sideways 
• develop above step patterns into simple repetitive sequence 
• free exploration of jumps using different directions, levels, sizes - NB 

children must bend knees to land safely from each jump. 
• shoulder and hip shaking 
• sharp, accurate gestures: circle or flick hands at the wrist, push flat 

palms forwards in front of body 
 
C 'NIGHT FEVER' by The Bee Gees 
Music duration: 2 mins 11 secs 
 
Composition ideas: • unison • canon • rondo 
 
Grouping ideas: solo, pairs, whole class 
 
Movement ideas: 

• experiment with step, together, step, together sequences: forwards, 
back, sideways 

• confident strut or walk to the music beat; stop in exaggerated, confident 
pose (dancers choose when to move or freeze in pose) 

• quick, direct, punching, arm stretches in all directions at high and low 
levels; repeat at intervals, developing into a dance motif 

• pairs perform step, step, step, turn sequence in canon 
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NB: Programmes 5, 6 and 7 
 
All the music is listed first then traditional folk dance composition, 
grouping and movement ideas follow. Select appropriate ideas to 
choreograph dances. 
 
Programme 5: British Folk dance 
 
A 'THE TWIN SISTERS' (Traditional) 
Music duration: 1 min 51 secs 
 
B 'THE MASON'S APRON' (Traditional) 
Music duration: 2 mins 21 secs 
 
C 'THE HORNED RAM' (Traditional) 
Music duration: 2 mins 6 secs 
 
Composition ideas: • traditional folk dance figures: single/ double cast, star, 
basket, single/double arch 
 
Grouping ideas: pairs for follow-my-leader, advance and retreat, meet and 
change places, meet and dosi-do, meet and swing your partner; 4s for chain 
dance; 6s and 8s for circle dance 
 
Movement ideas: 

• Forward and back: light, rhythmic walking or skipping steps - usually 4 
steps forward and 4 steps back 

• Gallop: side-stepping - usually a two-hand hold with a partner 
• Swing: turn partner around, using cross hand hold; use right foot as a 

pivot and push the swing around with left foot 
• Grand chain: partners are facing and give right hands; move forward, 

past partner; give left hand to next person; move past, give right hand to 
next person, etc. 

• Dosi-do: partners facing, walk forward to pass right shoulders, step to 
right and come backwards to place passing left shoulders, all without 
turning around 

 
Focus on: 

• simple steps and floor patterns which are repeated 
• the phrasing in the music to help structure the dance 
• travel: right and left, forward and back, circling both directions 
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Programme 6: Asian dance 
 
A 'ODE TO NATURE' by S Yosotha 
Music duration: 1 min 45 secs 
 
B 'KATHAKALLI' by S Yosotha 
Music duration: 2 mins 40 secs 
 
C 'RAIL GADDI' by Kuuit Bhamra 
Music duration: 1 min 50 secs 
 
Composition ideas: • unison • canon • question and answer 
 
Grouping ideas: solo, pairs, small groups 
 
Movement ideas: 

• clap, finger click or stamp out the intricate music rhythms 
• crisp, clear, rhythmic footwork using the foot to strike the floor 
• step-hop travelling sequence 
• create geometric shapes: flexed feet and hands, limbs bent at joints 
• fluid movement of the arms, wrists and hands 
• isolated shoulder movements - up and down 
• swift turns and spins on the spot 

 
Movements for Bhangra, the celebratory Punjabi harvest dance: 

• moves stress the main beats of the music: 1 and 2 and 3 and 4 
• clap and stamp out the music rhythm on the spot, then travel a 

directional pull down towards the ground 
• powerful low body positions, e.g. deep knee bends 
• highly energetic movements performed in a happy, celebratory style 

incorporating claps and smiling faces 
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Programme 7: Greek dance 
 
A 'TATAVLIANO' (Traditional) 
Music duration: 1 min 50 secs 
 
B 'KRITISIRTAKI' (Traditional) 
Music duration: 1 min 36 secs 
 
C 'GLARE PU PETAS' (Traditional) 
Music duration: 1 min 58 secs 
 
Composition ideas: • unison • mirroring • canon 
 
Grouping ideas: pairs, small group circles 
 
Movement ideas: 

• stamp or clap out the intricate music rhythms 
• stamping steps - on the spot or travelling 
• step and lift - forward and back or sideways - knee is raised in front, with 

lower leg just in front of standing foot, heel inwards 
• step and clap - moving forward and back or sideways 
• walking in a circle - circling right for 8 steps and, changing direction, 

circling left for 8 steps 
• side-stepping in a circle, using both directions 
• walking into the middle of the circle - 4 steps into the middle, then 4 

steps back or 2 big steps back 
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Programme 8: South American dance 
 
A 'ACHACHIKALA' (Traditional) 
Music duration: 2 mins 10 secs 
 
Composition ideas: • unison • canon • question and answer 
 
Grouping ideas: pairs, small groups 
 
Movement ideas: 

• bouncy walk, changing direction with relaxed swinging arms 
• stopping for controlled stretches and contractions of body parts 
• during the slower sections of music, pairs explore controlled body 

contacts/supports/balances using contrasting levels 
 
B 'T'OLA' (Traditional) 
Music duration: 2 mins 23 secs 
 
Composition ideas: • mirroring ● unison 
 
Grouping ideas: solo, pairs, whole class 
 
Movement ideas: 

• gradually increase the number of dancers performing in unison, using 
slow, deliberate steps and making clear floor patterns 

• include a held balance with clear body shape 
• dancers move and hold stillness or balance at different times 
• create a motif using three of the following actions: reach, drop, turn or 

gesture. Perform the motif at intervals and mirror it with a partner 
 
C 'SALSA!' ('CUBAN HEELS') performed by Ray Davies 
Music duration: 1 min 30 secs 
 
Composition ideas: • unison • complementary • mirroring 
 
Grouping ideas: pairs 
 
Movement ideas: 
Salsa embraces a range of related dance styles including the faster styles of 
mambo and merengue, as well as the slower bolero. It's a flamboyant and 
rhythmical dance based on a few embellished set steps and stylised turns. 

• use different body parts - arms, head, hips, feet - to explore the salsa 
beat 

• whole body should be relaxed and flexible 
• energetic travelling steps or stamps with the beat of the music - feet 

hardly leave the floor and hips dictate the movement by swaying and 
pushing from side to side 

• repeat set step pattern, e.g. step, step, step, tap - moving forwards, back 
and side to side 

• paired mirroring shoulder shimmying and upper torso shake, using 
different levels: high, middle and low 

• paired turns, twirls and spins - make these as flamboyant as possible and 
try to maintain hand and eye contact throughout 
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Programme 9: Celebrate the past 
 
A 'RED OMNIBUS' by Alec Gould 
Music duration: 1 minute 
 
Composition ideas: • unison • follow-my-leader 
 
Grouping ideas: pairs, small groups 
 
Movement ideas: 

• slapstick or exaggerated running steps with knees lifting high 
• stopping and starting to cross the path of other dancers 
• quick, exaggerated gestures using different body parts 
• develop a montage of group sequences inspired by the early days of 

motoring; gradually increase the number of dancers. Exaggerate moves 
to produce motifs - avoid straight mimes. 

 
B 'DRY BONES' by Livingstone Gearhart 
Music duration: 2 mins 15 secs 
 
Composition ideas: • unison • canon • mirroring or copying 
 
Grouping ideas: pairs, small groups 
 
Movement ideas: 

• explore how joints and limbs can move: forwards, back, up, down, to the 
right or left and rotating in a circle 

• select one body part and move it in 3 directions. Vary the level and speed 
of the movements and, when appropriate, allow the rest of the body to 
follow - e.g. upwards arm movement may lead the body into a stretch 

• pairs mirror or copy each other's sequence (previous) or small groups 
perform the sequence in unison or canon 

• transference of weight on to the floor using different body parts - pairs 
could take turns to manipulate each other here 

• travelling on different body surfaces: feet, bottom, lying down on side 
and pushing with hands, lying on back or front and pushing with feet and 
hands, crawling on hands and knees 

• contact with another dancer - supporting, balancing, pushing and pulling 
 
C 'MILLENIUM' by Williams / Chambers 
Music duration: 2 mins 46 secs 
 
Composition ideas: • unison • canon • question and answer 
 
Grouping ideas: pairs, small groups 
 
Movement ideas: 

• travelling along weaving, twisting and turning pathways 
• dancers choose when to add spins and turns on different levels 
• dancers choose when to travel and spin or turn to contrast movement 

with stillness 
• small groups create an action phrase using stretch, drop, roll 

groups refine the sequence to perform in unison and canon 
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Programme 10: Celebrate the future 
 
A 'TO THE MOON' performed by Savage Garden 
Music duration: 2 mins 57 secs 
 
Composition ideas: • rondo • unison • complementary 
 
Grouping ideas: whole class for chorus, groups, pairs 
 
Movement ideas: 

• slow motion, weightless moon walk and slow, controlled body twists on 
different levels to look around. Could repeat in chorus 

• contrast between heavy, earthbound movements with strong gravitational 
pull and light, weightless movements 

• gradually increasing the size of movements or actions 
• changing from small to large body shapes 
• dance formation based on the position and directional movements of 

different planets in the solar system 
 
B 'DRAMATIC THEME' by Geoff Leach 
Music duration: 1 min. 53 secs 
 
Composition ideas: • canon • unison • question and answer 
 
Grouping ideas: small groups, whole class 
 
Movement ideas: 

• detached forward focus 
• sharp, sudden movements of whole body or isolated body parts - 

gradually increase the number of dancers performing for the moves; 
focus on: size (tiny-huge); direction (up-down); forwards and back; 
rotating and speed (slow-fast) 

• jumps of different size and direction 
• contrast between movement and stillness 
• explore different group contact shapes 
• repeat and pass on a movement or action sequence 

 
C 'FUTURE TECHNOLOGY' by Bob Holroyd 
Music duration: 1 min 37 secs 
 
Composition ideas: • complementary 
 
Grouping ideas: groups of 4/6, whole class 
 
Movement ideas: 

• powerful and athletic quality, e.g. strong, controlled stretches followed by 
energetic running steps in a straight line 

• big, powerful jumps or leaps 
• constantly changing group formations, e.g. lines, circles 
• contrast between disjointed and flowing movements 
• sudden changes of focus 
• use of repetition and development 

 


